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ABSTRACT

In the r?ai 1986 new types of exotic states, the so-called superdeformed states
were discovered in fast rotating heavy atomic nuclei. They are characterized by an
unusually large distortion (comparable to that appearing in fissioning iaomers) and
occur at high angular momenta. A sizeable amount of high-spin data on superde-
formed states makes it possible, for the first time, to test many fine details of the
shell structure at very large elongations and very high angular momentum.

1. Introduction

The discovery of a new type of exotic state, the so-called superdeformed (SD)
state in rapidly rotating, extremely distorted atomic nuclei has ushered in a new
area of nuclear spectroscopy. Superdeformed high-spin bands, together with fission
isomers, are the most spectacular examples of shape coexistence.

The issues of nuclear shape coexistence and nuclear superdeformation date
back to the early fifties. In their original paper [1] Hill and Wheeler presented a
diagram illustrating the very idea of shape coexistence (Fig. 37 of ref. [1]) but they
did not consider this example to be realistic: "the figure shows an idealized case
- not expected to occur in actual nuclei - where only two nucleonic states, a and
6, come into play" [1]. In 1956 Morinaga [2] interpreted the deformed band in 160
built upon the I*=0+ state at 6.049 MeV in terms of a deformed 4p-4A configuration.
Another early example of multiple shape coexistence is the spectrum of 40Ca with
two well-deformed bands associated with 4p-4A and Sp-Bh states at 3.352 MeV and
5.213 MeV, respectively [3].

According to the simplest model of a rotating nucleus, the rotating liquid
drop model [4], nuclei at high angular momentum are expected to undergo a sharp
shape transition (superbackbending) from moderately deformed oblate shapes to
very well deformed (superdeformed) prolate or triaxial shapes before fissioning at
still higher spins. This macroscopic rotational behaviour which is fully determined by
a competition between the surface tension on the one hand and the Coulomb and
centrifugal forces on the other hand, is modified by the microscopic shell effects. The
quantum-mechanical shell correction [5], strongly fluctuating with particle number
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and angular momentum, plays a very important role in determining the excitation
energy of so structures. Due to the pronounced shell effects seen in the single-
particle spectrum at very elongated shapes [6], certain particle numbers can stabilize
SD shapes at high spin. It was pointed out more than a decade ago [7,8] that the best
prospects where to find SD rotational bands are the light rare-earth nuclei around
1S2Dy, i.e., the nuclei with the particle numbers 62<Z<68 and 80<N<88. In the
subsequent papers [9, 10, 11, 12] detailed predictions were made about the position
and the structure of so bands expected in the nuclei from this region.

The first reliable hint pointing to the possible existence of high-spin nuclear
states at extremely large deformation was obtained by means of experiments using
the T~7 energy correlation method in the so—called quasicontinuum spectroscopy.
The 7—r correlation experiments performed in 1982 [13] and 1984 [14] for the nucleus
152Dy (Z=66, N=86) have indeed shown the existence of two ridges with a small sep-
aration in the two-dimensional plot of the 7—y correlations, suggesting a very large
moment of inertia fox certain nuclear states. The estimated values of the quadrupole
deformation 02 was of the order of 0.6, i.e. very close to the early-predicted values
for superdeformation. These observations were corroborated afterwards by lifetime
measurements in the quasicontinuum [15].

A real turning-point in the field of nuclear superdeformation was the direct
observation of a discrete SD rotational band in 153Dy by the Daresbury-Liverpool-
Copenhagen group in 1986 [16]. The discovery of SD bands around 191Hg [17] was a
nice confirmation of various theoretical predictions (see, e.g., [18,19, 20]) suggesting
the presence of strongly elongated configurations in the mass A~190 region. Con-
trary to the A-150 mass region (where the SD bands are built upon aligned many-
quasiparticle configurations), the calculations reveal the appearance of SD minima
already at 7=0 [21]. Consequently, in the Hg-Pb mass region the lowest observed
spins in SD bands are as low as about 10 h. The observation of so states at low spins
inspired many experimental groups to study the properties of well-deformed shape
isomers in this region. To date the SD rotational bands have been observed in a
number of nuclei from the A~150 and A~190 mass regions.

In a state with angular momentum of 60 ft the nucleus makes around 1020

rotations per second. In order to slow down the rotational motion it emits very fast
electric quadrupole (£2) 7 radiation. In 1987 it became possible to determine exper-
imentally the reduced transition probability B(E2) within a SD band in 152Dy [22].
The quadrupole transitions connecting SD states turned out to be super-collective,
of the order of 2500 W.u. and the resulting value of the quadrupole deformation 02

deduced from the transition quadrupole moment Qt»19 eb has coincided very well
with the previous estimates. The transition quadrupole moments of SD bands have
also been found in other nuclei. The quadrupole deformations extracted from mea-
sured transition quadrupole moments are consistent with theoretical predictions for
equilibrium shapes in so configurations [23].

Since its discovery in 1986, superdeformation has become, both experimen-
tally and theoretically, one of the most active subfields of nuclear structure. These
efforts have been rewarded by the identification, to this day, of many different SD



bands in nuclei around 152Dy and 192Hg.
One of the most remarkable and puzzling discoveries is the observation by

Byrski et al. [24] of identical 7-ray sequences in the pairs of nuclei 151Tb-152Dy and
151Tb-150Gd. Since this discovery, the issue of identical bands has become a new
very fast developing field in high-spin physics. Identical bands were found in many
SD and normally deformed [25] nuclei, and the theoretical activity in this field is
tremendous. Explanations involve arguments based on the fundamental symme-
tries of the nuclear mean field [26], cancellation effects between particle-hole and
particle-particle mean fields due to the particle-core coupling, the presence of new
odd-T terms in the rotating system, and many, many others [27]. All these investiga-
tions have opened up a new avenue of exploration for both nuclear experimentalists
and theorists.

In this contribution I would like to concentate on several aspects of nuclear
superdeformation. The area of interest is so huge, and the space available is so
limited, that a dramatic selection of the material had to be made. For more details
the reader is refered to recent reviews [28, 29, 30].

2. High-iV Scheme

The very existence of so states and their properties are naturally described
within the framework of the mean field theory. The static mean-field equilibria
are characterized by seifconsistent (dynamical) symmetries or "effective" quantum
numbers, responsible for the near-equilibrium (local) motion of the system. The
residual interaction leads to the mixing between various stable mean fields charac-
terized by different symmetries. The transition from one stable mean field to another
goes through one of several level crossings around which the original symmetry of
the system is broken and the "effective" quantum numbers disappear.

One of the most exciting aspects of superdeformation is the fact that SD
states retain their identity at rather high excitation energies. Indeed, the lowest
observed gamma transitions in SD bands correspond to states lying several MeV
above the yrast line, i.e., in the region of very high level density. This means that
SD configurations do not mix with many near-lying states; they are very diabatic.
What are the unique quantum numbers leading to this unusual separation?

The SD bands observed so far are by no means identical. They show signifi-
cant variations both with particle number and angular momentum. The calculations
based on the cranked shell correction method [31, 32] explain many of the observed
properties of SD bands in terms of intruder orbitals originating from the high-iT oscil-
lator shells and approaching the Fermi surface at large deformations. These states,
i.e., JV=7 neutrons and N=6 protons, carry large intrinsic quadrupole moments and
therefore lead to significant shape-polarization effects causing deformation varia-
tions between different SD bands. Moreover, because of their large intrinsic angular
momentum they axe strongly influenced by the Coriolis force. In the cranking cal-
culations the observed variations in the dynamical moments of inertia in the SD
bands are attributed to the number of occupied high-iV intruder states. The dif-



fcrent high-iV occupations have also been shown to explain deformation variations
with the particle number. In short, the high-iV scheme explains the rotational de-
pendence of the moments of inertia in SD bands. Therefore, high-spin spectroscopy
of SD bands provides us with valuable information about the intruder content of SD
intrinsic states.

3 . Dynamical Symmetries of Superdeformation

The observation of SD states constitutes an important confirmation of the
shell structure of the nucleus. Quantum-mechanically, the unusual stability of SD
states can be attributed to strong shell effects that are present in the average nuclear
potential at the 2:1 shape. Indeed, in the harmonic oscillator model the strongest
level degeneracy occurs when the frequency ratio is a rational number and results
in an appearance of spherical and SD magic gaps and magic numbers [6, 33].

Since the normal-parity single-particle states form a pseudo-oscillator pat-
tern reflecting the presence of the pseudo-su(3) symmetry [34, 35], one can argue
that many properties of SD states should reflect basic features of the harmonic oscil-
lator [9, 36]. The problem, of unusuul degeneracies of the single-particle levels in a
three-dimensional harmonic oscillator with frequencies in rational ratios (RHO) can
be formulated in terms of additional dynamical symmetries [37, 38].

The single-particle Hamiltonian of the three-dimensional oscillator potential
is given by

* = j B r f +«?»?) = iX>{«.,a+}. (1)
i= l i= l

where we assume m=l , A=l. For the RHO the ratios of frequencies are rational
numbers. This condition can be expressed in terms of three integers £,-, *= 1,2,3:

utki = w, (2)

where 0 can be calculated from the volume conservation condition,
/

The single-particle energies of (1) are denned by means of numbers of oscilla-
tor quanta in three spatial directions, «,-. These phonon numbers can be decomposed
into the new quantum numbers is,- and A,-:

m = Aii/,- + A,-, Vi = [ p i , Xi = n,- (mod *,•)• (3)

It is convenient to introduce new ladder operators [39, 40]

*« ~ A ' I *

where n,=a^o,- is the boson number operator and {A}={AiA3A3}. It is easy to ver-
ify that operators (4) indeed fulfil the standard boson commutation rules, i.e.,
r -i

M = Sij. Now, analogously to the well-known spherical case, one can



construct eight generators linear in | A } * ^ , A J * 1 + | that fulfil the commutation rules
of su(3) and commute with the RHO Hamiltonian, thus obtaining a new dynamical
symmetry.

The RHO eigenstates belonging to the same {A} family form for a given value
of M = v\ + i/j +1/3 the basis of an irreducible symmetric representation (irrep) of
STJ(3), (M, {X}). Each family has a corresponding ground state belonging to the
one-dimensional representation of su(3) for M=0, which is the vacuum for the new
bosons, eq. (4). Since 0 < A, < kit the number of {A}-families is equal to *,Jb2*3. At
fixed values of A,- the level degeneracy is equal to i (M+ 1)(M +2), i.e., it corresponds
exactly to that of a spherical oscillator with principal quantum number M.

At the spherical shape, ki=k2=H=l, there is only one family present, labelled
by {A}=(000). The magic gaps occur at particle numbers

NM = g(M + 1)(M + 2)(M + 3) = 1, 4, 10, 20, 35, 56, 84, • - • (5)

Other cases of significant physical interest are the SD prolate (*i=l, Jfe2=l, Jfe3=2)
and the hyperdeformed prolate (Jfei=l, *2=1, *3=3) shapes. Here, since Ai=A2=0,
the number of independent su(3) irreps for a given M is equal simply to k3 and they
can be easily distinguished by mtaJio of A3.

There are two kinds of closed-shell systems that are expected at SD shapes.
In the "asymmetric" case the number of filled shells within the family (A)=(000)
is larger by one than that within the family (A)=(001). Consequently the magic
numbers are then equal to sums of two consecutive spherical magic numbers and
read N^+N^^l, 5, 14, 30, 55, etc. In the "symmetric" variant the missing
(001) shell is filled and the magic numbers are equal to doubled spherical oscillator
magic numbers, Nifo)+N^>1)=2, 8, 20, 40, 70, etc.

The situation becomes slightly more complex at hyperdeformed shapes. In
the "strongly asymmetric" variant the number of filled shells within the family
(000) is larger by one than those of the families (001) and (002), which lead! to
magic numbers N^+N^+N^-l, 6, 18, 40, 75, etc. In the intermediate variant,
the occupation of the family (002) is lower than those of the families (000) and
(001) and the resulting magic numbers are NM+1+N$11+NM2=2, 9, 24, 50, 90, etc.
Finally, in the "symmetric" case the occupations of families (000), (001) and (002)
are identical and the magic numbers are equal to tripled spherical oscillator magic
numbers, N$°+N$l+N$2=3, 12, 30, 60 and 105, etc.

The energy difference between neighboring oscillator shells decreases smoothly
with deformation. This indicates that the overall magnitude of the shell effects is
expected to be strongest at the spherical shape. Therefore, it seems natural to de-
scribe the deformed shell-stabilized systems in terms of "multiclusters" of spherical
subsystems (clusters), as dictated by the decomposition of the RHO representations
into the isotropic ones. Of course, the term "duster" should not be understood in
the most direct sense of a spatial spherical cluster, since in medium mass and heavy
nuclei the probability of clustering into large fragments is strongly inhibited by the
Pauli principle. However, it turns out that the group-theory symmetries of these



clusters induce some properties of SD states as if the clustering occurred in the real
space.

The main assumption of the "cluster" model is that everj {A}-family (an su(3)
oscillator) should correspond to a fragment. (The relation between spherical and 3D
magic numbers was first discussed by Bengtsson et ai. [11]. It has also been discussed
in the review by Rae, [41] who pointed out the connection between the occurence of
the clustering phenomena in light nuclei and the RHO shell structure.) The number
of fragments is then equal to the number of one-dimensional irreps of su(3), i.e.,
it is equal to Jti*2fc3. The cluster model allows us to immediately estimate the
susceptibility of RHO to octupole deformations. Hence, the "asymmetric" cases for
super- and hyperdeformed shapes define candidates for nuclei soft against octupole
axial deformation.

The shell of the RHO consists, in general, of states having different parities.
Indeed, the generalized Bose operators (4) are parity-even for even values of £,
and parity-odd for odd values of *,-. This fact has interesting consequences for the
octupole mode, Q3K=T3Y3K, since the optimum condition for the level hybridization
is met. Let us first consider the SD shape with ikj.=l and *3=2. The K=l and
K=3 octupole components conserve A3. Interestingly, since AE—2u/3-w±=Q, for K—l,
there exist non-vanishing matrix elements between states belonging to the same
supershell. This suggests that SD magic prolate nuclei are potential candidates
for stable "banana shapes" [42] K=l octupole deformations. (Strictly speaking
the instability is not expected for doubly magic systems since the corresponding
coupling disappears. The optimal situation is expected to occur in nuclei that are
singly magic. In this case the so shape is stabilized by the magic neutron/proton
gap whilst the instability is caused by valence protons/neutrons.) The A*=0 and
K=2 interactions act only between states with opposite values of A3. At the SD
oblate shape with *j.=2, * 3 =1, this scenario is reversed: the K=0 and K—2 modes
conserve A3. Interestingly, the SD oblate nuclei should be unstable with respect to
JT=O and JT=2 octupole fields (A-E=2wa.-ar3=0!).

Calculations based on the realistic mean-field potentials confirm the predic-
tion of the RHO, i.e., regions of particle numbers, which favor reflection-symmetric
or reflection-asymmetric SD shapes alternate [11], and the tendency towards mass-
asymmetry is strongly favored at particle numbers around 28, 64 and 114 whilst
for particle numbers around 38, 84 and 144 the minimum shell correction energy
is found at reflection-syr-unetric shapes. As far as hyperdeformed shapes are con-
cerned, a third hyperdeformed minimum around the fission barrier has been calcu-
lated (see Sec. 4) for neutron-rich nuclei around Z=86, N=148, i.e., exactly around
the octupole-driving particle numbers 80 and 150.

The atomic nucleus is a unique laboratory for studying quantum-mechanical
symmetries. In addition to "normal" quantum numbers associated with basic nu-
clear symmetries, like angular momentum or parity, there are many other useful
quantum numbers reflecting intrinsic symmetries of the nuclear mean field. For ex-
ample, the single-particle states in nearly-spherical nuclei can be well classified by
means of spherical quantum numbers nr,l,j. For SD systems, however, the generic



basic is associated with new quantum numbers reflecting the constants of the motion
of the RBO Hamiltonian. Calculations at SD shapes can thus be greatly simplified
by introducing new symmetry-adapted operators constructed by means of new coordi-
nates and momenta, x / A > = ^ (A|A> + A\X}+), ^ { A } = ^ (A\X>-A}»+). (Rasetti [43]

employed new coordinates Jf/A} to construct the perturbation potential of the har-
monic oscillator. States with different values of Jt have been interpreted as "Jt-Boson
clusters". In atomic physics the uncertainty in coordinates is a direct measure of
squeezing [44].) The symmetries of the RHO offer us a very convenient starting point
to carry out shell model calculations at SD shapes. The new shell model basis can be
very useful when diagonalizing realistic symmetry-dictated effective interactions, or
can be helpful when discussing gross properties of elongated nuclei in the symmetry
limit.

An interesting property resulting from the new dynamic symmetries is a
relation between the multiple irreps of su(3) and the tendency (susceptibility) to
cluster into spherical fragments. A simple correlation between the cluster size,
the number of clusters [equal to the number of irreps of su(3)], and the overall
equilibrium shape is supported by microscopic calculations [45].

4 . Hyperdeformation

Hyperdeformed nuclei, i.e., with quadrupole deformations significantly larger
than 02=0.6, are known or predicted in several mass regions. Good examples of very
elongated configurations can be found in light nuclei. For example, the hyperde-
formed state in 13C (three aligned alpha particles) built on the 0"*" resonant state
at 10.3 MeV already becomes yrast at 2T=4+ . The calculated low-lying reflection-
asymmetric hyperdeformed Tnitimmiri (e 2 =l , «3=0.3) in 34Mg [46] can be associated
with the asymmetric 1 6 0 + a + o (or 16O+8Be) structures or the symmetric hyper-
deformed a + 1 6 0 + a states [47]. Other examples are the hyperdeformed states in
36Ar (wO+16O+«),48Cr (16O+16O+16O) (see discussion in ref. [48]), or a six-a chain
structure in 34Mg recently reported by Wuosmaa et al. [49].

In heavy nuclei the best hyperdeformed states are the so-called third minima
in nuclei around 333Th. In these nuclei the second saddle point is split leading to
the weak reflection-asymmetric minimum with 02~O.85, #s~0.35 [50, 51]. Experi-
mentally, the third minimum shows up as an alternating-parity microstructure of
resonances near the (n,f) fission thereshold [52]. Recent calculations based on the
Gogny-HF model [53] or the Woods-Saxon model [54] predict the third minima to be
deeper than in the previous calculations based on the Nilsson model [51]. According
to the calculations of ref. [54] the third minima appear in the most actinide nuclei.
They are characterized by very large elongations, #j~0.9, and significant reflection
asymmetry, 0.35<#}<0.65. The structure of the third minimum corresponds to a
bi-nuclear configuration involving a nearly-spherical heavier fragment around 132Sn
and a very deformed (so) lighter fragment around 103Zr. Since at the third minimum
the neck is already well developed, it is expected that the masp distribution of fis-
sion fragments should be largely determined by the structure of the hyperdeformed



configuration. This results agrees nicely with the results of the harmonic oscillator
scheme of Sec. 3.

For recent evidence for hyperdefonnation in 152Dy around J=80ft, see ref
[55].

5. Intermediate Deformation States

Of course, there exist nuclei with shapes intermediate between normal defor-
mations and superdeformations. Examples are the very collective rotational bands
found in the A»132 mass region. The first strongly collective band in this mass re-
gion was discovered in 132Ce [56, 57]. In most cases those collective structures were
observed in the odd-N isotopes of Ce, Nd, Sm, and Gd. Experimental estimates of
deformation in these bands by Doppler-shift attenuation measurements yield values
of quadrupole deformation fa around 0.38 [56].

Calculations based on deformed shell model [58, 59] predict well-deformed
near-prolate minima for Ce-Gd nuclei with N>72 that become yrast at rotational
frequencies around 0.5 MeV (J«30 ft). The calculations show that the presence of
large deformations is directly associated with the i/lt'n/j states which at normal de-
formations and low rotational frequencies lie several MeV above the Fermi surface.
However, because of their large angular momentum the energy of these levels de-
creases rapidly with deformation and rotational frequency. The calculations with
pairing [59] indicate that the alignment of the first 1*13/2 pair takes place around
hu=0A MeV. Thus one can conclude that the intruder band seen in 133Ce has the
two-quasiparticle character, v(lti3/2)3. In the odd-N nuclei the well deformed band
can be associated with the favored 1*13/3 orbital.

Another beautiful example of intermediate deformation structures has been
presented recently by the Vanderbilt-oRNL collaboration. They demonstrated [60]
that a negative-parity odd-spin decay sequence in 1HHg had a quadrupole moment
that is about 40% larger than that of normally-deformed yrast sequence (the ex-
tracted quadrupole deformation in the negative-parity band is /32~0.35). This band
has been interpreted as an excitation of two highly deformation-polarizing quasineu-
trons (either the i/([651 1/2]®(514 7/2]) or the *([651 l/2]®[770 1/2]) configuration
or a combination of both) intruding from above the N=126 shell.

The nature of the well-deformed intruder bands is of crucial importance
for our understanding of the transitional region between spherical or nonnally-
defonned shapes and SD shapes.

6. Superdeformations Far From Stability

According to the model predictions (see, e.g., refs. [11, 28]) low-lying su-
per and hyperdeformed configurations are expected in various mass regions, many
of them being practically inaccessible with the present detector systems (too low
cross sections), or inaccessible at all using combinations of stable beams and targets.
Some of those "white spots" will, hopefully, be investigated in the future - thanks to



the new-generation multidetector arrays (ECROGAM, GAMMASPHERE, EUROBALL), or ex-
otic (radioactive) ion beam facilities currently being constructed in Europe, U.S.A.,
and Japan.

According to predictions of the mean field theory nuclei in the N=Z~40 mass
region favor 2:1 shapes. This tendency remains at high spins, and SD configurations
in nuclei around gSr44 or gRtiw are predicted to be yrast at spins ~30-40 h [61, 621.
Interestingly, cranked Skyrme Hartree-Fock calculations, cranked Woods-Saxon
calculations, and cranked calculation based on the relativistic mean field theory
yield rather similar predictions for the best candidates for superdeformation in the
light-Zr region. Since neutron and proton numbers are rather close, the neutron
and proton SD configurations are similar, corresponding to the alignment of one or
two lfcn/2 protons and neutrons. At very high spins the lowest l*13/2 orbitals also
become occupied. On the neutron rich side, the best prospects for superdeformation
are expected to be in nuclei around 1^Ru64. Indeed, by combining the SD gaps at
Z=44 and N=64 one obtains very favored SD structure which becomes yrast around
I=Z5h [62, 63].

Very little is known about the very neutron-deficient Hg and Pb nuclei with
N~96. The lightest system known from in-beam studies is 180Hg [64]. The nucleus
178Hg has a lifetime T~0.26S whilst for 1T6Hg r drops to 34 ms (see ref. [65]), and
174Hg is expected to be proton-unstable. According to the recent calculations [21,
66], the SD minimum seen in 19°-200Hg disappears in 188Hg. However, when decreasing
the neutron number the SD states reappear again. Interestingly, excitation pattern
of low-deformation shape-coexisting configurations and SD states is symmetric with
respect to the middle of the shell, i.e., N~102. A similar situation has also been
calculated for Pt and Pb isotopes [66].

A new region of hyperdeformed shapes has been predicted around I20Ce [67].
These structures involve N=6 protons and N=7 neutrons and are expected to be-
come yrast around 1=50 A. As discussed in the proposal for the Oak Ridge Radioac-
tive Ion Beam Facility (RIB) [68], its new beams will provide the necessary tools to
access high-spin states in regions with N=Z~ 40, around l20Ce, and around I76Hg.

7. Effective Interactions

The structure of single-particle states around the Fermi level in SD nuclei is
significantly different from the familiar pattern of normal deformations. Indeed, the
SD supershells consist of states with very different spatial character. Consequently,
the commonly used effective and residual interactions axe probably different in the
SD world.

It is well known that the low and high-frequency nuclear vibrations can
be associated with the residual multipole-multipole interactions. Do the standard
multipole-multipole forces describe correctly collective excitations at SD shapes?
Sakamoto and Kishimoto [69, 70] have introduced the doubly-stretched multipole
moments,

Q'U = fxK(r")YxK(n'% x'l s Six*, (* = 1,2,3), (6)



where w,- is the »-th oscillator frequency. The corresponding nmltipole-multipole
doubly-stretched interaction can be viewed as an improved conventional multipole-
multipole force. Firstly, it satisfies the nuclear-selfconsistency rigorously even if the
system is deformed. Secondly, it yields the zero-energy RPA spurious modes, i.e., it
automatically separates the translational (A=l, T=0) and reorientation (A=2, K=l,
T=0) modes. Last but not least, for the doubly-stretched interaction the coupling
between octupole and dipole modes disappears.

At normal deformations, the spatial difference between doubly-stretched and
normal multipole-multipole forces is rather small. At large deformations, however,
these interactions give markedly different predictions [69, 70]. For instance, the
presence of large dipole moments (or enhanced B(El) rates at SD shapes) is a direct
consequence of the doubly-stretched octupole force. The K=0 and K=\ (r3y3jf)"
operators are linear combinations of the ordinary octupole fields, r3Y3K and the
compressional dipole fields, r3Yi/c [71]. If the doubly-stretched residual interaction
is realised in nature, strong dipole transitions de-exciting so octupole states should
be present.

The influence of large shape-elongations on the pairing field is still not well
understood. For example, in the "doubly-magic" so nucleus l saDy pairing is ex-
pected to play a minor role [32, 72]. Indeed, due to the very low level density of
single-particle states the superfluid-type correlations in this band are expected to
be seriously quenched and mainly of a dynamical character. In 150Gd the large
increase of the dynamical moment of inertia, S<2), in the lower part of SD band [73]
has been interpreted as a paired band crossing associated with an alignment of the
N=7 neutron pair [32, 74]. A similar crossing has been found in the first excited SD
band in 14SGd [75]. Another piece of experimental evidence suggesting the presence
of pairing at so shapes is a steady increase of 3<2> in the SD bands in the A~190
region, which can be attributed [76, 77] to the alignment o£ N=7 neutrons and N=6
protons. Calculations without pairing yield fairly constant moments of inertia.

However, there are also many pieces of evidence that pairing correlations are
extremely weak at large elongations. For instance, the moments of inertia in SD
bands are very close to their rigid-body values and even a strongly reduced pairing
field yields too strong quasipartide alignment [77, 78]. Moreover, only very weak
evidence for blocking effects in SD configurations has been found in the A~190 region
[79].

Let us consider the general pairing interaction

? (7)

where Gy;*i —< *}|«|fcf >AS is the antisymmetrized matrix element of the two-body
pairing interaction. The matrix elements G^u have been calculated by many au-
thors using various residual interactions like the delta force, the surface delta inter-
action, the Skyrme force, the finite-range D1S interaction, or a density dependent
delta interaction [80, 81] (see also refs. [82, 83]). It has been found that the pairing
matrix elements are relatively enhanced for orbitals with similar values of (nt)/(N),



i.e., orbitals with good angular overlap. In particular, it has been observed that
the pairing matrix elements between the high-j intruder orbitals (such as [660)1/2
and [651]3/2) are rather large, as are those between high-j intruder states and
the natural-parity orbitals with j=N-l and similar ft-values (such as [660J1/2 and
[541J1/2). At normal deformations the single-particle unique-parity orbitals are rel-
atively close to each other and to normal-parity states with similar spatial overlap.
However, at large deformations states originating from completely different shells
approach the Fermi level. These states are very weakly coupled through pairing
interaction. Moreover, the "favored" coupling between unique-parity levels is di-
minished because of their large deformation splitting. In view of the above it is
likely that the pairing correlation energy should decrease with deformation - an
effect that is analogous to the fragmentation of pairing matrix elements caused by
the Coriolis force.

A simple parametrization of the particle-particle interaction is usually based
on the multipole expansion. Usually, only the monopole term (seniority pairing) is
considered since for the delta force the L=0 component is about five times stronger
than the 1=2 (quadrupole) term [84]. At SD shapes, however, most single-particle
orbits close to the Fermi level are, on the average, of definite prolate character.
That suggests that the quadrupole pairing interaction should play an important
role. In particular, it is expected, that the inclusion of quadrupole pairing should
shift the crossing frequency towards higher values [85] - a welcome effect in light
of the recent data on SD band 193Hg [78]. The previously obtained good fit for the
dynamical moment of inertia [87] can easily be retained by adjusting the relative
strengths of the L=0 and L=2 (M=0,1,2) components [85] (see also ref. [86]).

A new area of interest concerns spin polarization and the structure of the
Ml operator at large deformations. The measurement of the g factor of the fission
isomer in a37Pu [88] has put strict limits on the parameters of existing mean-field-
based models; the value g = -0.45(3) indicates that the parameters of the deformed
single-particle potential exhibit a significant deformation dependence [89, 90]. The
intrinsic spin ^-factors are usually reduced with respect to their free values to ac-
count for spin polarization of the core, i.e., gt=fg{T", with / typically varying be-
tween 0.6 and 0.7 at normal deformations. However, for large elongations, the spin
polarization may make contributions to the magnetic moments that cannot be sim-
ply accounted for in terms of the renormalization of the free values. Indeed, the
spin-polarization effect in spin-unsaturated orbitals due to an odd particle is asso-
ciated with the spin-dependent components of the effective nucleon-nucleon force,
e.g., the spin-spin interaction [6]. The renormalization of g. is, in first order, due
to the spin interaction between spin-orbit partners with j=l±l, and should exhibit
a deformation dependence. Moreover, even within first-order perturbation theory,
one can argue that spin- and isospin-dependent nuclear forces may lead to a renor-
malization of the orbital gi factors and the presence of the tensor component [6, 91],
which is expected to have some deformation dependence. The early RPA calculations
by Hamamoto and Ogle [89] using a separable spin-spin interaction suggest that
the deformation dependence of the spin-polarization effect is rather weak. It will



be certainly interesting to revisit this issue using a more microscopic approach.
Ever since the low-lying 1+ states [Eex~3.1 MeV, B(M1;Q+ -* l+)~l/t^] were

found in well deformed rare-earth nuclei [92], whether those excitation modes may
be described by a semiclassical scissors-like mode or not has been a point in dis-
pute [93]. In the geometric model, the collective l+ state arises from the isovector
quadrupole vibration of the proton system with respect to the neutron system.
However, it has been quickly realized that, contrary to a simplistic phenomenologi-
cal collective approach, the low-lying Ml strength is fragmented, and by no means
has a simple orbital structure.

At what energy regime can the "collective" Ml states be expected to be
observed? In a recent theoretical study [94] the KT=1+ intrinsic excitations and
associated Ml strengths in (super)deformed uuclei were studied using the Quasi-
particle Random Phase Approximation. The sum of fl(Ml) values in the region of
Ez<10 MeV at superdeformations was found to be several times larger than that at
normal deformations, because of (i) the increase in the proton convection current
contribution and (ii) reduced pairing correlations. Moreover, at superdeformations
the major part of the calculated low-lying (large) B(Ml) values are concentrated in
the energy region just below the neutron emission threshold. The high-lying isovec-
tor giant quadrupole resonance (iqa) at SD shapes has been found to have about 60%
overlap with the "scissors" mode and carry a large B(M1) strength. Unfortunately,
the excitation energy of the IQR is about 26 MeV above the SD yrast. It is very un-
likely, therefore, that the nuclear "scissors" state can be observed experimentally.

8. Spin Assignments and Identical Bands

Parametrization of rotational spectra dates back more than thirty years when
Bohr and Mottelson used a phenomenological formula to characterize properties of
rotational bands [95]. Later on, extended and revised versions of this early formalism
were used to classify collective properties of the ground ttate bands in a wide range of
nuclei [96, 97]. The problem of spectral fitting has recently been revisited in the
context of the so bands in the Hg region [98]. Although a large number of high-
spin so bands have been found around the doubly-magic SD 152Dy and 192Hg nuclei,
their absolute spin assignments are so far lacking. This is because of the fact that
the gamma rays that connect the SD bands to the known levels at lower spins have
not been identified experimentally (first evidence for such a link has been reported
recently in the nucleus "3Eu [99]).

The correct angular momentum assignment has become a central issue after
the discovery of twinned bands. In refs. [100, 101] a detailed analysis of the spin-
fitting procedure has been made and several criteria have been introduced that are
crucial for a meaningful spin assignment. The relative alignments of the twinned
SD bands in the Hg region have been then obtained from a power-series expansion
of angular momenta in terms of the measured transition energies.

Subsequent studies of such fitting procedures have pointed out [102, 103]
that, because of the lack of knowledge about the low-lying transitions in the SD



bands, the fitted spins are subject to uncertainties. In a recent ref. [27] it has been
pointed out that possible presence of a non-zero initial alignment, t0, can lead to
a serious uncertainty in the absolute-spin determination of the excited bands. Since
this quantity cannot be determined from a least-squares fitting procedure, the above
fitting formalisms could yield incorrect spins, despite the superb quality of these
fits as judged by their x2 values. The problem of non-zero initial alignment was
recognized in refs. [104, 100]. However, the authors assumed a zero value as being
the most plausible choice at so shapes where the deformation alignment (strong
coupling) dominates. As briefly discussed in refe. [102,103], this problem seriously
liirjts the applicability of the suggested fitting formalisms to the excited bands,
which can potentially have non-zero initial alignments. Results of our extensive
investigation of this problem in the normally-deformed excited bands where spins
are known show that: (i) the fitting procedure oftentimes leads to wrong spin
assignments even if r-ray energies of all low-lying members of the band are known;
(ii) there is no simple relationship between the angular momentum obtained from
the optimization procedure and the experimentally determined spins; and (in) the
fitted spins are usually dependent on which data points are included in the fitting
procedure.

Recently, several models have been proposed to explain identical so bands,
as well as the alignment patterns that have been obtained from phenomenologi-
cal spin-fitting procedures, despite the problems alluded to above. Among them
are microscopic models based on the mean field approach (Hartree-Fock, Nilsson-
Strutinsky) or the shell model (pseudo-su(3) model, Fennion Dynamical Symmetry
Model), formulas obtained from the symmetry limits of specific group theoretical
models (Interacting Boson Model, supersymmetric schemes, models based on quan-
tum groups), and other scenarios (triplet pairing). A critical review of several of the
models and scenarios that purport to explain the origin of the identical bands, or
the patterns of the fitted alignments has also been presented in ref. [27]. It has been
concluded that many of these formulations can be reduced to simple expressions for
energies which strongly resemble the standard VMI model. However, a large major-
ity of these models either explicitly assume identical moments of inertia, or impose
an ad hoc symmetry on the model Hamiltonian to obtain the desired outcome of
identical bands. Similarly, gross approximations made by some other models cast
serious doubts on their ability to address such subtle effects as the constancy of
moments of inertia. In spite of many efforts and new and interesting ideas and sug-
gestions, none of the scenarios proposed so far addresses the fundamental question
at hand, namely the microscopic origin of identical moments of inertia that have
been observed in a wide range of normally-deformed and so nuclei.

0. Summary

The observations of extremely elongated, rapidly rotating configurations of
the nucleus, the so states, open a new area in the physics of atomic nuclei - high-
spin spectroscopy at 2:1 shapes. Indeed, a measurement of the discrete SD states in



the 20-60 A spin range is slowly becoming a "standard" experiment for the nuclear
7-ray spectroscopist, thanks to both the high skills of the experimentalists and the
advent of very powerful 7-ray Compton-supressed multi-detector arrays. However,
without undermining the unquestionable experimental success, one has to stress
that theoretical predictions for the presence and properties of high-spin so states
preceded the discovery of these states by almost a decade. A sizeable amount of
the high-spin discrete-line spectroscopic data on so states taken up to now makes
it possible, for the first time, to test fine details of the underlying shell structure.
The recent experimental facts have greatly stimulated many theoretical works on
the nature of very elongated shapes.

We have learnt, for example, that the spectroscopy of SD bands can give us
some insight into the structure of high-.Y states that govern the rotational properties
at 2:1 shapes. In particular, a correlation has been found between the number of
there intruder orbitals and the behaviour of the moments of inertia. The intruder
orbitals which become occupied in the an bands lie very high in energy (around 8-10
MeV) above the Fermi surface at typical ground-state deformations. This means
that the spectroscopy of SD bands offers a very unique possibility for probing the
relatively pure shell-model configurations at extreme conditions. By extracting the
positions of high-AT levels at large deformations and extrapolating them back to the
normally-deformed or spherical shapes we may in the future gain some information
about the energy position of the high-j subshells that otherwise cannot be accessed.

We can also see that the existence of so shapes also enables us to probe
the structure of natural-parity states that carry very little angular momentum. In
addition, because of the very weak Coriolis force these states have extremely pure
configurations; thus they can be used to test fundamental symmetries of the mean
field, such as the pseudo-spin, pseudo su(3), and the multiple su(3) symmetry of the
rational harmonic oscillator.

Although some of the questions concerning the structure of so states have
been already answered, many problems still remain open. One of the most puzzling
questions is the population mechanism of the SD bands. Why are just these special
states so favored among many other possible configurations that appear at excitation
energies around 8 MeV (a typical neutron separation energy)? We have already
learnt that as soon as the so states are formed the relative in-band intensity is
almost constant. This suggests that these states hardly mix with (very many) close-
lying levels because of their very distinct intrinsic structure. Another interesting
problem is the very rapid feeding out of the 3D bands (the decay path out of the SD
band has not been determined experimentally for any of the observed cases!).

Last but not least, there is the unsolved mystery of identical bands. Although
discovered at superdeformatiocs, this phenomenon is rather common; twinned bands
have been found everywhere.

Theory shows that very elongated structures should also exist in other re-
gions of the periodic table, for example in the A«80, AssllO and Aw 140 nuclei, and
also far from stability. Some of those predictions will soon be tested thanks to new
generation of gamma-ray spectrometer arrays such as BUROGAM or GAMMASPHERE,



and radioactive ion beam facilities such as the Oak Ridge RIB facility. These new
magnificent instruments will certainly shed new light on many of the basic ques-
tions surrounding the physics of superdeformation and give rise to the prospect of
observing many new phenomena.
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